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1. Introduction
Site:  Moistown
Location:  Part of Pattiland Farm
Parish:  Broadwoodkelly
County:  Devon
NGR:  SS6276 0562

2018  was  the  6th season  of  excavation  at
Moistown,  this  year  we  dug  for  three  weeks  in
July.  Normally at this point I mention how many
days were lost to rain, this year was so different,
the sun shone and the temperature soared to over
35 degrees C every day.  Moistown is situated in a
very  sheltered  spot,  which  made  working
conditions very trying for everyone, nevertheless a
lot was achieved by our intrepid team this year.

Over the years Trenches 2, 3 & 4 have become one open area,
with  so  much  of  the  building  now exposed,  writing  about
each  trench  (or  area)  has  mostly  become  irrelevant.   This
interim report will refer more to the structures rather than the
trenches, unless it would be more helpful to do otherwise. 

In 2018 the only fresh ground to be broken was a 4 x 3 metre
extension at the north-east end of Trench 4.   This was cut for
two reasons, a, to find the back wall of the main house, and b,
to find why there is a large depression (referred to as the pit)
to the north-east of the wall and ascertain as to when it was
cut.   The  wall  [414]  (see  figs  8) was  found  only  a  few
centimetres beyond the baulk and although the excavation of
the pit was not completed in 2018, it was proved to have been
cut before the demolition in the 1970s, as many roof tiles (see
fig 6) from that episode were found there.
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Figure 2.  Plan of open trench showing the 
position of the 2018  extension.

Figure 1.  This year gazebos provided much needed shade 
for the diggers, instead of being a rain shelter!

Trench at the end of 2017

2018
Extension
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Figure 3.  Trench plan at the end of the 2018 season.



2. Excavation

Summary

Room 2

All of the remaining demolition material (mainly cob containing a lot of mud plaster), was removed from
this area, revealing a floor substrate [418] which had been used as an occupation surface at the end of the
life of this part of the building.  Many artefacts came from the interface of the substrate and the overlying
demolition material (see figs11 to 14 ).  
The condition of the exterior north-east wall [414], varied greatly in just 3 metres, at the north-west end,
there were up to 6 courses of stone, but to the south-east, there was only a wall base evident (see fig 15). 
Abutting wall [414] on the south-east side of the trench was the internal wall base [411].  On this to the
south-west,  a cob wall  [421] had been built.   Much of the demolished material from wall [421] was
overlaying the wall itself making it very hard to distinguish where the demolition material ended and the
‘in-situ’ wall began!  It is not known how wide wall [421] is, as it runs along and under the baulk of the
north-west facing section.  This also applies to [408] which was initially thought to be part of an internal
wall but now looks to be a blocked doorway between walls [421] and [415].
On the opposite side of the trench there is part of a porch wall [407] which is robustly constructed with an
enormous amount of lime mortar, this abuts the unmortared house wall [425].  The porch wall is not tied
into the house wall and therefore was constructed at a later date.  Between the house walls [415] and
[425], there are the levelling/ base stones for a threshold [420], this was constructed at the same time as
these walls because some of the base stones lay under the edge of the walls.

The Niche

This is possibly a misnomer as it may be just the corner of another room, was found underlying the
demolition material, beautifully defined by in situ wall plaster [419] (see fig 15).  It looks as though the
edge of the wall may continue through the wall [415] to the blocked doorway [408] which would mean
substantial alterations would have taken place if wall [415] had been exterior at one time before the south-
western wing was built.

Room 1

The final demolition material was removed from the north-east end of the earth floor [409], which now
abuts a cob wall [423], separating room 1 from the niche.  Either room 1 was of a lower status than the
parlour or was built at an earlier date when fine cobbled floors were not in favour.

The Outshot

The detritus on the outshot floor was removed, to reveal a well preserved, compacted clay and stone floor.
There is a lot of coal dust and ash embedded in the floor surface around the front of the brick and stone
structure [314], which is now thought to be the base for a copper or water boiler as it is a typical shape
and design for that purpose (see fig 19).   Originally structure [314] was thought to be a forge because
both spherical and flake hammer scale were found in the ash pit, so a forge must have been used nearby,
some hammer scale has been found in samples taken from the surface of the floor [324].
Outside, to the south-east of the outshot wall [318] the remaining demolition material was removed, here
more redeposited natural clay (321) was found and in the south-west corner of the trench more of the
stone path was revealed, with edging stones up against the base of wall [239].  At the terminal of Wall
[239] is a posthole [329], which looks to be one of a pair, the other posthole [327] is on the corner of wall
[318].  It looks as though the postholes were for a gate, with the larger set post [327] being the gatepost
and the driven post [329] for the latch.
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The 2018 season in photographs

The pit

A  rather  odd  depression  was  found  when  the
earthwork survey of the site was carried out.  The
pit is over 10 metres across, of varying depth and is
not shown on any maps.   Trench 4 (the covered
north-east  end seen in figure 4) was extended by  4
metres  this  year,  in  the  hope  of  finding  out  the
reason why the pit is here.

A great deal of demolition material was removed
from  the  pit,  mainly   cob  and  building  stone,
within it there were a lot of nails and  roof tiles.
There were not many other finds from the pit, just
a few bits of industrial pottery and North Devon
ware.  The horizontal ranging pole is laying on the
exterior of wall [414] which has been very badly
damaged.

The roof tiles were stamped Major late Sealy, and
were  made  in  Bridgewater  in  the  late  19th

Century.   One  of  the  contributors  to  the
reminiscences  of  Moistown  mentioned  that  the
buildings had bright orange roofs.  
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Figure 5.  The pit at the end of the 2018 season.  Scale poles
2 metre and 50 centimetres.

Figure 4.  Clearing the grass and nettles from the pit. 

Figure 6.  A spread of roof tiles found in the pit. Scale pole 
50 centimetres



Room 2

This may be a hallway or cross passage, but until its
purpose is ascertained, it will be known as room 2.
This  part  of  the  building  was  demolished  in  the
1970s, and looks to have been used for storage, or
may have been used as a temporary home.  It must
have been in quite poor condition whatever its use,
as the floor substrate was the last occupation surface,
and in places was worn away to bedrock.  
In the foreground is the threshold [420] with a porch
wall  [407] on the left  and inside on the right  is  a
blocked door [408] in an internal wall [421].  The
exterior wall [414] is behind the ranging poles.

Detail  of  the  exterior  wall  [414],  showing  the
varying preservation, from one side of the trench to
the  other.   The  wall  is  unmortared  and looks  to
have been altered over time.

The blocked doorway [408]  has  been  built  with
lime mortar, here the floor substrate has been worn
away  or  removed  to  facilitate  the  build.   This
alcove  was  used  to  store  coal,  the  remains  of  a
Hessian sack was found here and there was a good
deal of coal dust plus the sole of a hobnail boot!
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Figure 8.  Wall [414], looking north-east.  Scale poles 2 
metre.

Figure 7.  Room 2, looking north-east.  Scale poles 2 metre 
and in the foreground, 50 centimetres

Figure 9.  A blocked doorway [408], looking south-east. 
Scale pole 50 and 25 centimetres.



The threshold [420], or what’s left of it, as just the
levelling  stones  remain.   Possibly  granite  steps
where here at one time,  even in the 1970s these
would  have  been  valuable  and  therefore  worth
removing during the demolition.   The walls either
side of the threshold are constructed with different
material, on the left, wall [425] is stone with a cob
mortar  and on the right,  wall  [415]  is  cob only,
with a stone face in the doorway.  The doorway
wall facing stones either side of the threshold have
been lime  mortared.  Could this be the threshold
of  the  original  building  or  part  of  the  many
alterations  and extensions  that  occurred  over  the
centuries?
 

There were many finds that came out of the demolition material in Room 2, here are just a few of them. 
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Figure 14.  Lifting the cloam oven door.

Figure 10.  A threshold [420], looking north-east.  Scale 
pole 50 centimetres

Figure 11.  This barrel hoop is just one of the many metal 
finds. Scale pole 25 centimetres.

Figure 12.  A complete marmalade pot.

Figure 13.  An almost complete chamber pot, or 
"gazunder".  A finds team favourite!



The Niche

The in situ  plaster  seen in  figure  15,  defines  the
internal face of a wall and was quite unexpected.
The trench will need to be extended to find out how
this fits into the internal layout of the building. 

The Outshot

Although  the  whole  of  the  outshot  has  not  been
excavated, with possibly half of it remaining under
the baulk to the north-east, the story of its use over
time is becoming clearer.  The original floor surface
is well  worn and there is  compacted coal  dust  in
front  of  the  brick  and  stone  structure  [314],  now
thought to be a copper base (see figs 18 & 19).  
A good number of  storage  jars  and metal  objects
and a grinding wheel, where found in the interface
of the demolition material and the floor.  Some of
the metal objects were broken and could have been
awaiting  repair,  this  made  more  likely  by  the
presence of  hammer scale.  

Therefore  the  outshot  must  have  been  used  for,
both  heating  water  and  blacksmithing,  but  not
necessarily  at  the  same time.   Parts  of  the floor
surface were unworn and the clay free from coal
dust, could this be due to the placement of a work
bench or cupboards etc?
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Figure 15.  In situ wall plaster, tantalisingly close to the 
section. Scale pole 50 centimetres.

Figure 16.  The Outshot, looking south-east.  Scale poles 2 
metres and 50 centimetres.

Figure 17.  The Outshot, looking south-east.  Scale poles 2 
metres and 50 centimetres.



The brick and stone structure [314] seen here in
figure 18,  could be a base of a copper or boiler
used to heat water for laundry, cooking, brewing
and  other  household  needs.   The  design  of  the
structure, including the scooped ash pit mouth is
very similar to the copper shown in figure 19. 

A silver gilt livery button seen in figure 20, was
found in a dark corner beside the brick and stone
structure  [314],  this  would  have  been  removed
prior  to washing (and no doubt  sorely lamented
when lost!).  
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Figure 19.  A copper in the laundry at 
Charlecote Park.

Figure 20.  A silver gilt livery button

Figure 18.  The stone and brick structure [314] probably a 
copper base. Scale pole 50 centimetres.



To the exterior of the outshot there are well worn
cobbles  [213],  which  have  been  repaired  with
brick.  An adapted shovel is set in the cobbles by
the wall [318] to act as a boot scraper (seen to the
left of posthole 327).  The cobbles slope down to a
stone path [322]  which has  two postholes,  either
side of it, possibly for a gate.

A hole  was dug for  posthole [327],  the  wooden
post set in the hole was placed on a flat stone at
the bottom.  At the top of the posthole there were
packing stones that had been knocked in around
the post to keep the post firm.  The heavier post,
set  here could have had a gate hung on it.   The
gate would allow access to a small meadow to the
south-east of the buildings.

The  west  facing  half  section  of  posthole
[327]
Shows that the post had rotted away, or had
been  removed  before  demolition,  as  there
was a few small bits of rotted timber in the
posthole  fill  (326)  at  the  bottom.   The
posthole  fill  was  capped  with  demolition
material (212) from the turn of the 19th/ 20th

Century.
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Figure 23.  Posthole [327] west facing half section.

Figure 22.  Posthole [327], by the outshot wall [318].  
Scale pole 50 centimetres.

Figure 21.  Postholes [327] left and [329] right are set 
either side of the stone path [322]. Scale pole 50 
centimetres.



The posthole [329], the opposite side of
the stone path [322] to posthole [327], is
very different,  the  post  here was driven
into the ground.  First a small hole would
have been made by an iron bar, to act as a
pilot  hole,  then  the  post  hammered  in.
Again  packing  stones  and  in  this  case,
bricks  have  been used to  firm the  post.
The post is set against the edge of wall or
bank [239] and would have been ideal for
the gate stop and latch. 

The posthole [329] was too narrow to half section, so a transect was
recorded after it had been excavated.  The fill (328) was very sticky
clay which had been stained by the rotting post, small fragments of the
point  of  the  post  were  found  in  the  bottom of  the  posthole.   The
transect was taken at 11 centimetres away from the north-west facing
section,  so  was  added  to  the  section  drawing  to  illustrate  it’s
relationship with the wall or bank [239] (see figure 26).

In the north-west facing section below, the two phases of demolition
can be seen, (212) is from the turn of the 19th/ 20th Century.  It looks as
though the post had rotted away and that the  bank or wall [239] was
in a ruinous state before this.  Later in the 1970s (301) was used to
level the site.  Context (321) is some of the redeposited natural clay
used to level the ground for the outshot wall. 
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Figure 24.  Posthole [329] abutting the end of wall or bank [239]. 
Scale pole 50 centimetres.

Figure 25.  Posthole [329] north-west 
facing transect.

Figure 26.  Trench 2/3 North-west facing section.



3. Artefacts
This year, finds trays were used to collect artefacts from the demolition material, unless they were of
significance, in which case they were recorded three dimensionally.  Although the exact number of finds
to come out of the ground this year is not yet known, there do not appear to be so many, with only 411
being recorded three dimensionally.  The demolition material from Trench 4 had very little in it, which is
not surprising as it was mainly cob, most of the finds from here came from the interface of the cob and
the floor substrate,  these were three dimensionally recorded.  Some of these finds gave a tantalising
glimpse of what Moistown might have looked like, fine window glass and window lead were found, also
a great deal of plaster, some of which is thought to be mud plaster which was used for flooring.

All finds from the two postholes in Trench 2/3 were three dimensionally recorded.

The finds team have been sorting, numbering and have started to catalogue the finds.

4. Conclusion
Although there are now 117 square metres of open trench at Moistown, it only gives us a very small
picture of some of the buildings in the complex.   But like all pictures, no matter how small, it tells a
story.  The buildings at Moistown were built around a cobbled courtyard, unfortunately the cobbles are
incomplete, having been damaged by the demolition methods used, probably in the 1970s.
From the courtyard, the house was accessed by at least two doorways, one on the south-east range, into a
passageway which gave access to the 17th Century parlour and outshot at the rear of the building.  The
other,  opening into Room 2, may have been part of a cross passage, but as this part of the building
appears to have been much altered over time, only by extending the trench to the north-west and south-
east will this be ascertained.  It is fairly certain that the Moistown complex was not all built at the same
time, it would be most unusual if it  had been, the construction methods used vary greatly and would
therefore appear to support this hypothesis. 

Apart from the 15/16th Century pottery sherd recovered from the base of the hearth in the parlour, there
has been no evidence to date Moistown, other than the plentiful medieval pottery sherds that were found
in the demolition and site levelling material from the turn of the 19th/ 20th Century.  This assumes that they
were  not  brought  in  from elsewhere,  but  that  would  seem unlikely.   A few pieces  of  very  abraded
medieval pottery were found within the demolished cob of the 17th Century parlour and passageway.
These sherds may have been incorporated into the cob when it  was made, indicating that there were
earlier buildings already standing nearby.  Interestingly, no medieval pottery was found in the demolished
cob matrix at the north-east end of trench 4 (Room 2), so could this be the earlier building?

In  last  years  interim  it  was  mentioned  that  the
analysis  of  the  fine  cobbles  would  ideally  take
place, this has now been achieved, not in house by
keen  members,  but  by  a  friend  of  one  of  them,
Harry  Lowes  who  is  a  renowned  geologist, see
Floor stones report on page 14.

In  2018,  one  of  our  volunteers  conducted  some
Moistown  reminiscence  interviews,  these  were
recorded and will be transcribed.  So this brings us
nearer  to  completing  phase  one  of  the  project.
However the trench through the scarp still needs to
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Figure 27.  Harry Lowes (centre) conducting the analysis of
the fine cobbles from the parlour.



be excavated and with only small workforce, this may have to wait until the excavation of the other
trenches are finished.

5. Stone Floor report
This report by Harry Lowes describes the fine cobbles found in the parlour at Moistown which are 
different from all of the cobbles found to date.

Introduction
This report is a brief description of rock types used as floor stones exposed in an excavation of a site 
approximately 1 km. east of Broadwood Kelly in Devon. 

Observations
Most floor and building stones were local sandstones from the Bude Formation, which is a sequence of 
sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, dating from the Carboniferous Period with an age of 310 - 319 million 
years. However there were a few exotic rock types present which included:-

1. A black fine grained volcanic rock of which some examples had significantly weathered surfaces.
2. A red fine grained volcanic rock containing feldspar phenocrysts
3. A red sandstone.

A thin section of  type (1) confirmed that it was a basalt. Both (1) and (2) were probably extrusive rocks. 
(i.e. lavas).

All three types are present as clasts in the Bow Breccia Formation of the Permian Period, which outcrops 
along the Crediton Trough between Bow and Exborne. In addition, there is an outcrop of Permian basalt 
to the south of North Tawton, approximately 8 km. south-west of the site. Both formations have been 
dated at 252-299 million years.

These localities are shown in Fig.1 which is taken from the BGS British Geology Viewer
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Fig 1 Bedrock Geology of the site area (Contains British Geological Survey materials © NERC )
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Figure 28. The fine Parlour cobbles seen here in the foreground.  Scale poles 2 metres.



6. Future work
The proposed work for the 2019 season is to extend Trench 4 to the south-east between rooms 1 & 2, and
to continue excavating the pit at the north-east end of trench 4, to hopefully ascertain why and when this
was dug.  
Due to the drought in 2018, the soils covering the earthworks have shrunk back, during the summer a
detailed earthwork survey was carried out to the south-east of Trench 4, this compliments the original
earthwork survey carried out a decade ago.  This area appears to be badly damaged by the demolition
process and in places, may cut down below the more recent  occupation surfaces.  If Moistown was
originally a Long House, the Byre would have been at this end of the building, if so, there should be
evidence of the central drain.  At the very least it will certainly give a better idea of the layout of the
rooms here. 

Ideally Trench 4 would also be extended to the north-west in the coming season, as the building looks to
be better preserved in this area, so would give a clear idea of what Moistown looked like just before its
demolition.  This is unlikely to happen for several reasons, the workforce is too small to cope with this
and the logistics of getting to the spoil heap from there are difficult.  However if these problems can be
surmounted, in theory, the extension could go ahead.
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Figure 29.  Moistown at the end of the season, the parched grass shows how dry it was.
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Figure 30. John Watson digging at Moistown.
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